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TK MILES WINS POTAWATOMI HIGH ROLLER 

Poker Pro, Timothy “TK” Miles, wins big buy-in tournament for 2nd gold ring. 

TK Miles won his second WSOP circuit ring and $63,599 in Event #8: $2,200 High Roller. He 

beat Joshua Shmerl heads up – overcoming a twenty-to-one chip deficit. 

Shmerl had been on fire and eliminated (all but two players) at the final table, after starting the 

day as the chip leader. He took out the fourth place finisher, Keven Stammen after the two got all 

in preflop. Shmerl was behind with ace-jack against the pocket queens of Stammen. Stammen 

flopped a set, but Shmerl went runner-runner to a club flush to win the hand and eliminate 

Stammen. 

Shmerl cracked queens again when he flopped a set of tens to eliminate Ryan Leng in third 

place. 

That left Miles with about 400,000 heads up against Shmerl. Miles was down to about 180,000 

before doubling up two times, to bridge much of the huge gap between himself and Shmerl. Then 

Miles spent the next few hours chipping away at the lead, before eventually overtaking Shmerl 

and then winning the tournament. 

“He was on fire for the entire final table until heads up,” said Miles, who added that he wasn’t 

really worried about the chip deficit. 

“It’s a tournament. It can go anywhere, sometimes it just comes down to a flip.” 



 

 

Miles won two all ins when he was at risk. So the tournament could easily have been over if he 

hadn’t connected with the flop when he got ace-queen in against the pocket eights of Shmerl. 

Miles basically sat back for a good portion of the final table while Shmerl did the heavy lifting 

and before the first break of the day, the two were heads up. Nadya Magnus, who was the 

defending champion in this event, came into the day as the shortest stack, but she also benefited 

from Sherl’s run laddering up three spots to fifth place.  

Here is a look at the final table payouts: 

TK Miles - $63,599 

Joshua Shmerl - $39,309 

Ryan Leng - $27,988 

Nadya Magnus - $20,331 

Keven Stammen - $15,060 

Nick Pupillo - $11,370 

Shawn Rusch - $8,745 

Greg Koutelidakis - $6,850 

Miles grew up in Tallahassee and now lives in Miami. 

“I mostly play down there, but I travel when it suits me. This is the second time I’ve come to 

Potawatami and I really like this stop.” 

This is Miles’ second WSOP circuit ring. The first was from 2007 when he won $1,000 No Limit 

for $80,704. Today, he takes home the $63,599 first prize and with this win now has $882,003 in 

total WSOP earnings. He will more than likely take a shot at his third ring when Day 1b of the 

Main Event kicks off tomorrow.

 

MEET THE LATEST WSOP CIRCUIT RING WINNER 

Name:    Timothy “TK” Miles 
Nationality:  USA 
Birthplace:    Tallahassee, Fla. 
Current Residence:   Miami, Fla. 
 

Age:     39 
Profession:    Poker Pro 
WSOP Bracelets: 0 
Previous WSOP Circuit Rings: 1
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